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The SLAC Mark II detector b being impmved by the addi- 
tion of a new main drift chamber and amociated clectronia to 
prepare it for operation Y the 6nt detector at SLC. Preeented 
here are fhe initialhgnal prow&g electronia, the pnampli- 
fiere, amplifiers and discriminaton for the 5832 WIW wirea, 
which are located on the detector iteelf. The performance of 
the detector in e&ablisbed almoot entirely by the drift chamber 
and thin electronics. 

1. overview 
See Fig. 1. The front end electronica consista of a 6channel 

preamplifier mounted on the face of the drift chamber connected 
to a postamplifier through 20 feet of coaxial cable. The postam- 
plifier is mounted on the outer face of the detector magnet iron 
and in turn ie connected through long NILE of twisted-pair cables 
to a sampling ADC (for dE/dx measurements) and a multi-hit 
TDC,3 both located in a remote electronics building. 

The partamplifier contah a l intreceiver followed by a two- 
pole filter, to cancel the l/t tail characteristic of drift chamber 
pubes, followed by a Cwo-fold-fanout driving timing and dE/dx - 
mea6uring channela. 

A timing channel conei& of an amplifier and a discrim- 
inator; a dE/dx channel, of a variabltgain amplifier and line- 
driving amplifier. Both channela contain filten to pm-compensate 
the rig14 shape for the output line distortion. 

The postamplifier also receiver a calibration signal from a 
calibration fanout module and tranrmitr it to the four pream- 
plifiers that drive it. 

2. The Drift Chamber 

See Fig. 2. The new drift chamber ha 972 identical cells 
with nix sense wirea per cell, yielding a total of 5832 wirea and 
electronic8 channels; Each sense wire ir 2.3 meters long and hae 
an ohmic r&stance of 20523 and a tranrminaion line character- 
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Figure 1 (See Ref. 6) 

istic impedance of 39On. The development of thin chamber has 
been reported at a previour &on of thin conference’ so only 
the major contributionr to the p&e ehape will be mentioned 
here. 

l Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE 
ACO3-76SFOO515. 

Figure 3 abows the pulse shape calculated by succesGvely 

Presented at the Nuclear Science Symposium, Orlando, Florida, October 31 - November 2, 1964. 



convoluting the single electron pulse rhape (curve l), with a dif- 
fusion gaussian with u = 6 nsec corresponding to the maximum 
drift dirtance (2), then with a geometric function accounting for 
the variation in drift path length with impact pammeter (3), 
then with a single pole function repreeenting the preamplifier 
risetime of 9 nsec (I), and filially with the tder function 
of the tail-cancelling filter (5). The urumptionr are that 80 
primary electron8 are uniformly dbtributed along the ioniring 
particle track, that the track ir parallel to the ~nse wire plane, 
and that the drift field ie uniform. The calculated rhape agreea 
with the average pulp rhape and ha the name he and daay 
times to f5 %. Individual puber, differ rtrongly from the av- 
erage, mostly in imgular rtructule in the tmiling edge due to 
variations in electron drift time. The chamcterttic p&t&ion 
drift-time ia 2 nsec for this chamber, implying a pulse tail am- 
plitude of 2 %  peak amplitude 100 nsec after the pulse leading 
edge for a single electron. The actual drift chamber pulse, the 
rum of 80 electrons, hao a much larger tail, 20 - 25 %  at 100 
nrec, due to the dispersion in the electron collection time. 

T St Relotlve to t(eO) 

M  these duds hold the =nse/potential wire leedthoughr and 
had to be of relatively small diameter. The connection between 
the copper and steel will be made uring Itar rruhen and after 
coating with Dtoxide (TM). 

The preamplifer input ru’utance t determined by the equiv- 
alent paralleled resbtancer of the cmutalk compensating resin- 
ton, the calibration r&tor and the terminating r&&or, which 
ir met to 51On so that the input resbtance will be equal to 39ofl, 
thur terminating the sense wire in itr transm imion line charac- 
teristic impedance. Aa the oth_er end of the wnme wire ir open, _ 
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Fire 4 (See Ref. 6.) 

there would otherwiee be multiple reflectiona which would de- 
grade the multi-hit performance. 

R&tom compenr+te for croaatalk between adjacent than- 
nela and adjacent-once-removed channeb. The crowtalk voltage 
t the rum two components. A poeitive voltage ir induced on the 
KDM wire, approximately 7 %  of the rig4 voltage, by positive 
ion8 in the drift chamber. A negative voltage ir due to clpacitive 
toupling between channeb in the drift chamber, feedthroughs, 
and preamplifiere., which in approximately 2 - 3 %  of the rig4 
voltage, but narrower, becauv of differentiation, than the rignal 
and positive c-talk. Since the net crook& voltage doca not 
have the name rhape aa the signal voltage, it would be expected 
that the croutalk cancelling network could not be a ringle renis- 

Figure 2 
2. The Preamplifier 

See Fig- The preampliler ir a voltage amplifier mounted 
on the aluminum end plate of the drift chamber K, that only 
a few centimeten of PCB trace and jumper cable connect the 
KIM wire to the preamplifier input. The mounting bracketr are 
br& ban soldered to the preampli6er card ground plane at one 
end, and bolted at the other end to atrial- rteel rtudr which 
are tapped into the drift chamber. The UK of dainlesa steel wan 

._ -not desirable for good grounding but was required for rtrength, 
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tor, but would have to contain eomc pulse-rhaping componentr. 
However, the croshlk cancelling signal ie shaped by nktion 
in the eenae wire transmission line, 18 neec total reelection time, 
which by good fortune producea the required cancelling rhape 
to a very good approximation. Thus the redon need be only 
adjusted empirically to minimire the crowtalk, reducing it to 
0.8 - 1.5 %  of the rignal voltage. See Fig. 6. 
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Figure 5 

The remaining components directly connected to the input 
are the protective dioden Di and 02 and the resistor 12, through 
which the calibration pulse b injected. 

The amplifier configuration ir an emitter-follower driving a 
Pleasey SL56OC, a bipolar integrated vhf amplifier. The emitter- 
follower in used to improve the risetime, which would otherwise 
be rubstantially increaoed by the Miller capacitance of the fimt 
rtage of the SL56OC. The net voltage gain b 25; the current gain 

- ia 25 x 3QOfl= lOmV/pA, and the &time ir Q  nr!ec. 

The linearity ie shown in Fig. 6. The gain increw in the 
1 - 5 mV range of Vim ia due to the small bias current relative 
to signal current in Q3. The gain decrease for the higher values 
of .I’<, b due to the name effect in 41, except that the Qi bias 
current is being decreased by the signal, whereas the Qa bias 
current is being increased, ao that the non-linearity of Q3 domi- 
nates for small signals, and that of Q1 at large rig&r. The time 
resolution ia not significantly affected by non-linearity in the 
preamplifier. At present it t planned to correct this curve with 
the computer, but there is aleo the option of increasing the bias 
current in Qa by means of a pulldown resistor in the postampli- 
fier which is connected to the Q3 emitter. Particle identification 
goals require that measurements of charge on individual wiren 
be linear to il%. This goal can be met by software correctionr, 
based on the calibration response, or by increasing the Qe bias 
current from 1.5 to 10 mA. 

The noise at the amplifier input ia lS.SpV rma, which de- 
creates to l+N (37 nA) when the amplifier lo connected to the 
chamber. The nource capacitance ia large (30 pF), but thii con- 
figuration does not rhow an increase in noise with source capac- 
itarke, aa do amplifien with common-base input tan&ton. A 
common-base transistor amplifier haa three timer lar noiee for 
murce capacitances lean than 10 pF, but degradea to essentially 
the same noise performance with 30 pF murce capacitance. 

- - 
The major noise source in the input termination nrirtor, 

with thermal noise equal to 1lpV and rhot noise equal to SpV, 
for a total noire of 13.5pV. When this ir added in quadrature 
with the amplifier wriea noise of 7.5pV, the result is 15.5pV. 
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Figure 6 

The effect of the nohre on time resolution b given by 

u(t) = -$$ at the threshold voltage 

30mV 
= (3OmV/nwc) 

=lneec 

The values for a(V) and dV/dt are measured at the diiimina- 
tor input at the 100 mV level on the input pulse. The gain from 
the renre wire to thin point ia 1930. 

The drift chamber space resolution b 1SOpm or 3.0 nnec of 
drift time, eo the contribution of the noise to other tmurcen of 
error in the total apace resolution is relatively small. However, 
EM1 voltages will not be known for this detector until Spring 
1985, when it will be installed in PEP. The experience of the 
Mark IlI at SPEAR, and of the Mark II vertex detector at PEP, 
haa been that the EMI from the dored beams L 150 to 2OOpV 
(peak). Therefore, conriderable care ir being taken to avoid 
ground loops in the connection of the HV, power, monitors and 
preamplifiers to the drift chamber. Also, there will be an in- 
creased effort to rhield the beam and ‘other transmitters in SLC, 
the eventual rite for the Mark II Upgrade. 

The absence of a rtabiliring resistor in oeries with the emitter 
of Qi, or any other negative feedback, increases the change in 
amplifier gain with changtw in tempemture or amplifier supply 
voltage, V,. 

(WA) - = 0.002/ ‘C 
dT 

Thin requirea that V,, be regulated to 15 mV for 0.5 %  gain 
rtability and that the temperature not change by more than 
2.5 “C in 6-g houru, a typical interval between calibrations. Ex- 
perience in operating the Mark III rhowr that these conditions 
are readily met and the benefit realited from not reducing gain 
by negative feedback is more significant, namely that higher gain 
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in the preamplifier reduca~ the effect of EM1 on the circuit8 fol- 
lowing the preamplifier. 

There are come design conniderationr required by the rela- 
tively inacwable location of the preamplifiera inaide the de- 
tector magnet. 

A) The power ditipation of the preamplifier ie 83 m W  per 
channel or 500 W  for 6000 channels. Both the preamplifien and 
the drift chamber must not be eubjcct to temperature fluctua- 
tions larger than a few degreea Centigrade, eo cooling wiIl be 
done using boil-off gas from liquid nitrogen. 

B) The appearance of a rhort to ground within a preamplifier 
should not cause a fire or more than one channel to fail. Reniitor 
& h large enough ao that the preamplifier ride of it can be 
I’dWed tQ0 VOh tddy. 

C) An oscillation in one channel should not force any of the 
other 5831 into oscillation. The decoupling between channeb b 
rufficiently high so that the effect of one oscillating channel b 
to increase the noise in ita neighbors, but not to cause them to 
millate. Also, the DC voltage at the emitter of Qs b controlled 
at the poetamplifier. An oscillating channel could be biased off 
remotely. 

The resistor RD bad-terminatea the cable to the poatampli- 
fier and aleo protects the preamplifier from damage in the event 
of rhortr in the output cable or postamplifier input. Termination 
of the preamplifier to postamplifier cable ia required to reduce 
reflection8 to lesa than 1 %, which again, ae for cromtalk and 
baseline shift reduction, b needed for good multi-hit resolution. 

4. The Portamplifier 

See Fig. 1. The poetamplifiers are mounted on the detector 
magnet in 12 crater. Each module contains 24 channela and is 
driven by four preamplifiers, each connected to it through eight 
320 coaxial cables (Belden 8700): six are signal cables, one a 
low-voltage power cable and one a calibration cable. 

The cable wad chosen for small outside diameter, minimum 
signal distortion and good mechanical rtrength. The con* 
quence of ratisfying these requirements was the selection of a 
cable with a fairly large diameter center conductor, which, com- 
bined with the small O.D., determined the low characteristic 
impedance of 320 . Thi low impedance increaeea the non- 
linearity of the preamplifier, but was the concession made to 
obtain the other advantages. 

The input circuit condrtr of a 320 terminating mintor, &, 
a resistor for injection of a test pulse, &, pada on the PCB for 
loading a transformer should it be neceanary to ioolate poetam- 
plifier and drift chamber grounds, and padr for loading a pull- 
down reaidor, RI, to provide the option of increasing the biae 
current in Qs of the preamplifier. 

The input amplifier ia an inverting buffer with voltage gain 
of 1.5. 

The two-stage R-C filter rhapu the drift chamber pubs to 
return t&line within 100 naec with lar than 1.2 %  resid- 
ual amplitude. (See Fig. 7.) It compensatea not only the l/t 
tail of the drift chamber dgnal, but the distortion produced by 
the preamplifier cable and also the pulstlaping effecte of the 
preamplifier. . 

Tail Cancell ing 
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Figure 7 

An emitter-follower buffera the tail-cancelling filter, driving 
both the timing and dE/dx channeb. The timing channel uses 
a pA733 integrated amplifier with a voltage gain of 70, and a 
LeCroy ML%407 comparator. The amplifier haa good risetime 
(4nsec) and good overload recovery; the gain returns. to 70 within 
12 nsec after a 4x overload. The MVL407 threshold error b 3 
mV, which produces negligible error at the nominal netting of 
100 mV, which corresponds to 5OpV at the mnne wire. The 
threshold may be varied between 30 mV and 1 volt, to accomo- 
date future changes in qetem gain due to drift chamber voltage 
or gas changes. The output dgnal b a full ECL differential rig- 
nal with pulse-width equal to time-over-threshold. The network 
on the output reduces the tail on the r&al due to line distortion 
(Fig. 8). 

The dE/dx channel adapt8 to changea in @em gain with 
a variable-gain stage5 (Fig. 0). The relative gain can be set 
from 0 to 15 in integer steps by biasing on the appropriate com- 
bination of the four input tranriston with their gains of i- i- 
‘- * The gain setting is controlled by four bias-voltage busses I X’ 
on each module, each bun connected to the name binary-weight 
transistor on all 24 channels, and driven directly from a bu on 
the crate backplane. Thus all modules in a crate and all chau- 
nela in a module must have the same gain setting. Following 
the variablcgain amplifier ia a l ine-compensating network and 
a Pleclsey SL56OC. A transformer converts the Plasey output 
signal from single-ended to differential. The output ia back- 
terminated to minimice reflections to improve multi-hit perfor- 
mance. 

6. CaBbratlon 

See Fig. 10. A central pulse generator provides the cali- 
bration pulse for all channels. It ia pre-shaped to amble a 
drift chamber pulse so that the ahape at the input to the ADC 
also resemblea drift chamber rignale. The pubs generator can 
abo produce a pair of p&m with different amplitudee. and arbi- 
trary eeparation in time. The fan&t from the calibrator to 6000 
channels ir a tree of resistor-divides, coaxial relay8 and complt 
mentary drivem, a circuit with good gain and delay &ability. 
The long run of cable from the calibration puber location to tht 
po&amplif iers b made through a cable with IOppm/degC de- 
lay stability. The postamplifer to preamplifier calibration cablea 
will be matched in delay to 1~ than 0.5 naec. The channel-t* 
channel variation in delay in the puber-to-preamplifier fanout 
L less than 0.5 nnec. The channel-to-channel uniformity of cali- 
bration input pulse heights is better than f4%, with systematic 
errom leeta than il%. The fanout system can alao pulse portion8 
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of the electronic syyrtem for c-talk stud& and can p&e the 
pootamplifier input8 for teat purpoees. CALIBRATION SYSTEM 

TOC INPUT PULSE 
‘FFECT OF LINE COMPENSATIOL 
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Figure 8 

7. summery 

The preamplifier, poatamplifier, and cables described have 
been extensively tested on prototypes of the Mark II drift cham- 
ber. Performance of these prototypes has been diacuaaed in Ref- 
erence 4. The electronic haa been seen to contribute inrignifi- 
cantly to drift-time and pulse-height resolutions and to multiple- 
hit performance. In addition, the circuit8 have been found to be 
stable, and should be sufficiently tIexible to accommodate a va- 
riety of operating conditions and environments. The full system 
is currently being implemented and will be operational along 
with the new drift chamber in Spring 1985. 

VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER 

in-84 A= (0,1,2.-15)x l/8 . !KMAb 

Complementary Driver - 

+v +v A  = 0.905 + < 0.004 

I”-“. 

Cc = IO-50 pF 
To Suppress Osclllotlon 

Figure 10 (See Ref. 6.) 
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Figure Q  (See Ref. 6.) 
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